dealing with How to Survive a Robot Uprising and How to Build a Robot Army. 4 Wilson extrapolates from the present state of robotics research and presents a series of 'how to' aphorisms. The familiarity of Wilson's target audience with the 'how to' genre enables Wilson to use it as a discursive tool for framing the future potential of current robotics technologies. The 'how to' text is a form of popular journalism that seems to account for a large degree of material produced by the creative industries for subcultural, enthusiast or 'specialist' markets. Extending the contemporary composition of the creative industries into the diegetic world of Robopocalypse presents another possible scenario where enthusiast 'know--how' could fill the 'know--how' gap. Similar to the way 1950s hot--rodders would share 'know--how' about automobile modifications through clubs and magazines, robotics enthusiasts of the near future would undoubtedly have a popular culture organised around understanding and modifying consumer robotics technologies that would then be pressed into service against the apocalyptic threat of their potential robot overlords.
Beyond the 'know--how' of a future robot apocalypse is the tricky proposition of situating a study of 'know--how' in a specific historical context. In the most general sense, 'know--how' has been the subject of philosophical investigation since ancient Greece, with a number of classical philosophies conceptualising different forms of knowledge, but beyond these focused perspectives complications arise because of at least the following three historical factors:
1. The emergence of modern education premised on the distinction between science and other knowledge producing practices. The 'purification' of knowledge into science is part of this shift.
2. The development of capitalist social relations and the emergence of organisational principles such as work, leisure and leisure--time activities such as hobbies and sport. There are further psycho--geographical issues here pertaining to shifts from agrarian economies and the emergence of modern cities.
3. Mass literacy and the development of the mass media, and later development of niche or 'specialist' media markets.
Each of these long duration shifts introduces historical discontinuities that means that the historical and geographical context of 'know--how' is very important. A VOLUME19 NUMBER1 MAR2013 274 shorthand way to think about the historical context of 'know--how' is in terms of the relative distribution of necessity and contingency. In ancient Greece tuchē (chance) was often set against technē (close to contemporary 'know--how'), with humans understood as having the power to ward off chance through their expertise. 5 Those that had the capacity for technē-the technītes-were distinguished from amateurs 'who although may on occasion produce impressive results, [are] (owing to his [or her] lack of fine--grained skill) more liable to make mistakes, and to be vulnerable to contingency'. 6 The 'vulnerability to contingency' changes in character across the above three series of historical discontinuities. Taken from the perspective of contingency, political power is the capacity to stabilise contingent relations and control is performed through the distribution of contingency; what Galloway has discussed in terms of protocol as a 'technique for achieving voluntary regulation within a contingent environment'. 7 It is not as if everyday life suddenly involved a greater degree of contingency for a larger number of people as compared to the past; rather, the quality of control has shifted from the distribution of agency to the relative capacity to ward off the deleterious effects of contingency and the associated entropic processes that burden all forms of life. The untested hypothesis I am drawing from the above set of assumptions is that individuals are increasingly burdened with the responsibility of developing individualistic expertise (as compared to collective or social forms), so as to increase their own capacity to act in contemporary neoliberal distributions of contingency.
The embodied forms of knowledge developed in the reader or viewer of 'how to' texts rely as much on the socio--technical objects being engaged with as much as the 'how to' text itself. In this context, my work is part of a much larger scholarly and philosophical debate regarding the tactile dimensions of discourse and its location in visual culture. 8 On a diagrammatic level, the 'how to' text seems to reverse the historical 'separation of the senses' that Jonathan Crary isolates as a key quality of the emergence of the 'society of the spectacle':
[The] sense of touch had been an integral part of the classical theories of vision in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The subsequent dissociation of touch from sight occurs within a pervasive 'separation of the senses' and industrial remapping of the body in the nineteenth century … This autonomization of sight, occurring in many different domains, was a historical condition for the rebuilding of an observer fitted for the tasks of 'spectacular' consumption. 9 The tension between representations of 'the hands' (tactile) versus those of 'the eyes' (visual) is elucidated in Bruno Latour's investigation into the 'connective quality of written traces' and the way representation in scientific and engineering discourse developed from the perspectivism of 'descriptive geometry'. 10 Latour isolates a similar historical division between the senses as Crary, but from a different perspective, focusing on the intervention of an abstract plane into technical perspectivism, so that vast machineries could be 'visualised' on paper by engineers and the like. 11 Another scholarly discipline that has a related set of interests with investigating the transmission of 'know--how' is technical communication. produced from the experience of users using 'local narratives'. 14 Kimball Such publications are motivated not by institutional strategies, but by enthusiasm for the activity, technology, and embedded communal narrative of the subject matter. Researchers could examine any number of enthusiast subjects in this light. 15 My concern is ultimately with the role of experience and enthusiasm in the production of 'know--how' and its subsequent transmission through media. Kimball focuses on the function of 'narratives' in framing the challenges that mobilise enthusiasts into action and then the character of these narratives operating on both VOLUME19 NUMBER1 MAR2013 276 local and communal registers. I shall focus more on the affective dimension of experience in the development of 'know--how' and what part this plays in the transmission of 'know--how'. What I aim to demonstrate is that, simply put, 'know--how' is transmitted by exposing a subject to the conditions of experience through which 'know--how' is developed. This exposure does not happen 'in' the 'how to' text; rather, the text is used as a primer of experience necessary for the development of 'know--how'. The keys to assembling an engine are care and patience. Remember an engine is not unsolvable mystery; it's a bunch of parts that have been linked together one after the other. What's more, the people who build and repair engines aren't smarter than you; they've become skilled through putting engines together over and over. 18 Murphy captures a sense of the multiple dimensions of 'know--how' in this passage.
The practical act is premised on an affective disposition characterised by 'care' and 'patience'. The engine is a system of parts linked together in a way that is 'not an unsolvable mystery'; implicit here is both the recognition of the engine as a 'problem' and the assumption of functionality. Lastly, Murphy draws a relation between 'know--how' ('smart') and the development of 'skills' through the repetition of practices ('putting engines together over and over'). This brief passage functions as encouragement and is very different to the strategic narratives of technical manuals. 19 Even in the more technical articles found in countless enthusiast mag--azines, there is a similar affective tone to what might be very technical discussions.
The purpose of this brief passage in Murphy's book is not to relay technical information per se, but to prepare a subject for the experience through which he or she will develop 'know--how'. 'Know--how' develops in the body through experience and, after enough repetitions of a given practice, the subject of 'know--how' can be considered proficient enough at the given task to be described as an 'expert'. An appreciation of the way 'know--how' develops in experience is essential for properly appreciating the way 'how to' texts intervene in this process as primers of experience. Bert Moorhouse's work on 'hot rod' enthusiasts indicates a way to discuss the complicated relation between engagement with socio--technical systems and relations of experience. He briefly touches on the shifting character of technology on a historical scale of practice for the entire hot rodding scene:
In recent years on--board electronics and electro--mechanical devices could be viewed objectively as commodities stripping away skill and, indeed, dealing the death blow to the mechanical basis of rodding. But this is not how they are presented to those who read the magazine. They simply represent new challenges. 20
The 'progress' of automotive technologies is understood by following an implicit 'evolutionary' model; it is not presented as a problem to 'fix', but as a challenge that enthusiasts mobilise to engage with. 21 A 'challenge' defines more than the objective conditions of a problem. A 'challenge' has a curious ontology; similar to a 'problem' (in the non--Deleuzian, normative sense) it begs resolution ('meeting the challenge'), but it also has an explicit affective dimension ('rising to the challenge'). The concept of the 'challenge' is a useful way to think about a range of amateur or everyday practices that collectively involve some kind of practical and creative labour premised on an affective mobilisation. On the one hand, the conditions of experience for the development of 'know--how', such as a broken car, tonight's bourgeois dinner party or the contemporary rite of passage of buying your first home, have a concrete 'kicking--a--rock' and socially procedural reality. On the other hand, the experience exists only in relation to a 'problem' or 'challenge', which is fully real, but of a different incorporeal or virtual modality. I am using the term 'challenge' here partially because of Moorhouse's insight, but also for convenience. 22 The development of 'know--how' is part a process of iterative experience--based learning and part reflective practice of the selection of tactical elements from experience at the level of both consciousness and tacit embodiment. Moorhouse discusses 'know--how' in terms of the labour of hot rodding enthusiasts and its representation in Hot Rod magazine. 23 The affective dimension is clearly present in Moorhouse's analysis, to the extent that he discusses the labour of enthusiasts as something subjectively enjoyable and worthy of meaning. But again even this subjective dimension of affect is not the focus of his research, and his theoretical apparatus did not allow him to explore the dimensions of 'know--how' and enthusiasm that are of interest here. First, Moorhouse posits enthusiast labour as an ideological function of the 'work ethic' and a kind of moral valorisation of working--class leisure activities that, following Aristotle, is to implicate technē as part of phronēsis ('practical wisdom'). 24 Second, Moorhouse's goal is to understand how particular meanings or 'ethics' become associated with particular 'works' and explores this problematic in hot rodding through the example of mechanical labour. The meanings of mechanical labour (of working on the mechanics of vehicles) are examined as 'presented' in specialist magazines and books of post--war US hot rodding. 25 He focuses on those examples that emphasise 'the importance of applying and testing knowledge in a practical, down to earth way' to critique a conception of the modern 'conspicuous consumption' society, arguing that hot rodding was 'more in tune with older virtues'. 26 Moorhouse is proffering a defence of working--class leisure--time labour and associated activities in the face of the 'radical' critique to 'refer to 'capital' shaping 'leisure' and to dwell on 'commodity provision'. 27 This 'radical' diagnosis of labour and exchange relations in terms of the dialectic between subsumption and antagonism is naive, but so is Moorhouse's rearticulation of labour in terms of some alleged 'work ethic' as 'presented' in partisan enthusiast magazines. To use Foucault's terminology, magazines are part of a popular dispositif of power relations that seeks to shape the scene in particular economic and social ways.
In his analysis Moorhouse isolates a tension between, on the one hand, the emphasis of the presentation in magazines 'not simply on working metal but on theoretical understanding, scientific knowledge and designing skill,' and, on the other hand, how theoretical knowledge was 'not ... regarded as important in its own right; what mattered was its application'. 28 Moorhouse is noting a circuitous movement here from experience ('down to earth', 'working metal') to discourse ('theoretical knowledge') to experience ('application'). I suggest that rather than a circuitous movement, the dynamic of abstraction and 'in--action' is best understood as an iterative process of the differential repetition of experience.
-'KNOW-HOW' AND THE TRANSVERSALITY OF EXPERIENCE 'Know--how' is not absolutely singular in a spatiotemporal sense. If I work on this car here today then depending on the character of my experience I am actualising virtual tendencies that were partially actualised possibly hundreds of times (and spaces) previously. A new 'challenge' or problem may actualise existing 'know--how' in new ways, thus the experience of the existing 'know--how' is repeated through its differences. The development of 'know--how' in the body is an intensive process and its sequence can be characterised by the series of 'challenges' the subject engages with; 'to experience' here is always at the same time 'to experiment
[expérimenter]'. 29 31 According to Inna Semetsky, Deleuze argues these ' [virtual] tendencies per se cannot be represented, they cannot be thought of in spatial terms-otherwise they turn into discrete multiplicities, betraying the notion of multiplicity as intensive and continuous'. 32 I want to suggest that even though I agree with Semetsky that a spatial or even (linear) temporal appreciation of the 'virtual tendencies' apprehended by intuition is reductive, there is another way to gather congruent tendencies together that avoids thinking intensive multiplicity of problematics as discrete. This is to treat the virtual dimension as composed (or 'structured') according to serial problematics. 33 The differentially repeated experiences of 'know--how' are gathered around a problematic contiguity. That is, the differentially repeated events of experience, within which the subject of 'know--how' in--acts his or her capacities, forms a series that is problematically contiguous rather than spatially or temporally contiguous. 34 In philosophy, contiguity is a relation of proximity whereby elements of the relation are in contact with each other. 35 Spatial contiguity describes a situation whereby relations of proximity are determined by extensive distributions in space, such as distributions within a neighbourhood or city. Temporal contiguity describes a situation involving temporal relations of proximity, such as the notion of one's generation. These Aristotelian definitions of contiguity are attempts to account for the extension of elements in the world. 36 By shifting to a question of problematic contiguity I will address the intensive relations of proximity in the events of experience involving the development of 'know--how' across non--local spatio--temporalities that gather around a virtual and singular problematic. Put simply, two experiences are problematically contiguous when they are both involved in the development (as 'differential repetition') of 'know--how' and the 'how' develops across this serial problematic contiguity of experience. The problematic contiguity of integral events through which 'know--how' develops is part of the general 'migratory nonlocal linkage' of elements of experience operating on an amodal register. 37 Two experiences of a singular differentially repeated 'know--how' are transversally related, albeit differentially attuned to the specific conditions of experience in each repetition. 'Transversality' is the non--local, non--hierarchical proximity of a multiplicity of elements in relation. 38 I am using it here to think about the complex movement within experience of elements from previously developed and future developing events of experience.
Establishing the problematic contiguity of experience is essential for, first, appreciating the way 'know--how' is developed through experience and, second, understanding the enabling role of 'how to' texts in this transversal movement.
'Developed' in this context does not mean only an initial intuitive apprehension of virtual tendencies, but includes the iterative and differentiating process of its repetition. Each experience is a differentiation of a previous (and, depending on the context, felt--tendency of a future) multiplicity of experiences. As soon as a given contingency of practice is anticipated, the process of the development of 'know--how' also becomes the procedure of its application. On the one hand, the 'accumulation' of experience is not a summative process, but a differential process. Experiences are repeated in different ways and the 'know--how' develops across a number of iterations through a 'disjunctive synthesis' of these differences. 39 Distinction between the relative quality of 'know--how' is not based on one person having 'more' experience than another; rather, they have a 'keener' (or 'duller') appreciation of a given state of affairs. On the other hand, it means that 'know--how' is never static; if it is being deployed, then it is always being developed by contemporary experiences integrated with the active and embodied memory of prior experiences. For Massumi, the production of explicit knowledge that can be codified in discourse as the subject of instrumental reason requires an operation of abstraction that 'thinks out' perception from an object. 42 This is the work of science, as noted by Michael Polanyi (see discussion below), to apprehend objects and 'nature' as explicit knowledge. 'How to' texts are direct interventions into this process of possibilisation and the transversal movement of affect in experience at the level of perception and the modulation of affect that are both integrated into practical acts and the level at which such a practice happens.
-ENTHUSIASM AND 'BLACK-BOXED' SOCIO-TECHNICAL SYSTEMS
The affects of an enabling 'challenge' and the amodal affective dimension of experience come together in productive ways in Polanyi's work on the intrinsic role Glen Fuller-Towards an Archaeology of 'Know-how' 283 of passion in the production of scientific knowledge. 43 Instead of a heuristic of doubt or a suspension of belief, Polanyi argues for a heuristic of passion premised on belief. Indeed, the way he introduced 'personal knowledge' and a philosophical conception of 'belief' into the production of scientific knowledge was not received well at the time of publication. 44 For Polanyi, 'intellectual passion' is an integral element in the process of scientific discovery and development of scientific knowledge. Polanyi's main point is that 'into every act of knowing there enters into a tacit and passionate contribution of the person knowing what is being known, and that this coefficient is no mere imperfection, but a necessary component of all knowledge'. 45 Affect is an essential element of 'know--how' as the subject of 'know--how' must be mobilised by active affects; what Polanyi called the 'passion coefficient' of knowledge above. According to Deleuze, passions furnish the epistemic associations of the mind with 'motives and dispositions to act, inclinations, and particular interests'. 46 In his discussion of explorers, Polanyi describes commitment to belief as an integral element of intellectual passion that is satisfied by discovery. The explorer enjoys a 'daring anticipation of reality'. 47 Polanyi suggests this creative dimension of scientific endeavour relies on a 'heuristic passion':
We have to cross the logical gap between a problem and its solution by relying on the unspecifiable impulse of our heuristic passion, and must undergo as we do so a change of our intellectual personality. Like all ventures in which we comprehensively dispose of ourselves, such an intentional change of our personality requires a passionate motive to accomplish it. Originality must be passionate. 48 Polanyi argues that the gratification of instinctual appetites (hunger, sex and fear) is a manner of verification. There is a parallel to intellectual passions in that 'all passions animating and shaping discovery imply a belief in the possibility of a knowledge of which these passions declare the value'. 49 That is, Polanyi suggests, a (not infallible) 'competence' of intellectual passions is to recognise truth. The satisfaction of intellectual passions is a kind of verification of discovery, as discovery 'terminates the problem from which it started' and 'leaves behind knowledge'. 50 The more general term I shall use to describe what Polanyi calls the 'passion coefficient' is enthusiasm. 'Enthusiasm' has been understood as a kind of quasi--
religious mode of subjectivity (or subjectivisation) and to the best of my understanding has not been explicitly discussed in the context of epistemology or related philosophies except in negative ways. Indeed, 'enthusiasm' has traditionally been understood as the enemy of rationality, evidenced in the way various philosophers of the Enlightenment era did battle to ward off 'enthusiasms' as a form of 'fanaticism' in the name of a higher rationality or ward off enthusiasm to make space for 'clearheaded thinking'. 51 For example, the US--based grassroots direct action group the Tea Party is understood as collective political mobilisation born of a quasi--religious political enthusiasm. 52 Following Kant, enthusiasm is the 'idea of the good joined with an affect' leading to 'a state of mind that seems to be sublime', because enthusiasm is 'a stretching of the powers through ideas, which give the mind a momentum that acts far more powerfully and persistently than the impetus given by sensory representations'. Kant continues:
Only such a mentality is called noble-an expression subsequently also applied to things, e.g. buildings, costume, a literary style, a bodily posture, etc., if it arouses not so much astonishment (an affect in the representation of novelty that exceeds expectation) as admiration (as astonishment that does cease when novelty is lost), which happens when ideas in their presentation unintentionally and without artifice agree with aesthetic satisfaction. 53 I am approaching enthusiasm in a different way or, rather, treating Kant's insight into the aesthetic character of stretching the 'powers' not by ideas, but through the affective and problematic dimension of 'admiration' as an aesthetic disposition. This is closer to the way Erin Manning has used the concept of enthusiasm as a way to grasp how it is constituted as properly pre--individual in the field of expression; the enthusiastic is prior to the ontogenesis of an individual through expression:
It is not the human as pre--constituted who is enthusiastic. It is the field of expression itself that takes the shape of enthusiasm. Enthusiasm percolates at the very limits of sayability in the before of the subject or object as such. Enthusiasm as a movement--with that colours expressibility, giving a certain allure to the coming--to--expression. 54 Jean Francois Lyotard's interpretation of the Kantian enthusiasm also furnishes the concept with an integral role in the process of individuation; enthusiasm is an 'energetic sign, a tensor of Wunsch' that 'produces an Affekt "of the vigorous kind"'. 55 For Lyotard, enthusiasm signals the most 'improbable passage', that of an 'impasse' that is both a becoming and an overcoming. 56 What I have been describing as a 'challenge' is similarly both an impasse that enthusiasts overcome and the experiential passage of enthusiasm through which 'know--how' is produced.
The mobilisation of an enthusiast is an expression of a passion. Passion in this context does not mean a giddy excitement. More often than not it is a co--assembly of active affects that increase the enthusiast's capacity to act. There is a more complex point to be made here regarding the process of collective individuation and the properly impersonal character of these affects. The experience of enthusiasm is often the subjective experience of impersonal affects that an enthusiast shares with others. The opposite of enthusiasm is when a passive affective relation is assumed, such as in charismatic power relations. In the context of socio--technical systems, Jacques Ellul captures a sense of the passivity of non--enthusiast relations in his discussion of the co--adaption of humanity through the incorporation of 'technique'.
The expression of technique, Ellul argues, is the 'iron ring with which technique surrounds and localizes' the passionate sources of 'vital energy which might be summarized as sexuality, spirituality, and capacity for feeling'. 57 In the end, all 'attempts at culture, freedom, and creative endeavour have become mere entries in technique's filing cabinet'. 58 Ellul's assumption is that users of technology will necessarily allow themselves to become constituted as subjects characterised by a passive relation to technology. Ellul's pessimism needs to be challenged; humans do passionately engage with technologies, technical systems and various other designed objects, environments and practices. The passionate being of being human is now expressed and even induced through socio--technical systems. Some direction is provided by Polanyi when he shifts from thinking about science to engaging with practical problems and compares the practice of the scientist to the 'technician' or 'technologist'. The scientist, in Polanyi's analysis, is concerned with the 'natural order', while the 'technician' or 'technologist', although working within a similar framework of discovery, has a far more focused heuristic passion:
He follows the intimations, not of a natural order, but of a possibility for making things work in a new way for an acceptable purpose, and cheaply enough to show a profit. In feeling his way towards new problems, in collecting clues and pondering perspectives, the technologist must keep in mind a whole panorama of advantages and disadvantages which the scientist ignores. He must be keenly susceptible to people's wants and able to assess the price at which they would be prepared to satisfy them. A passionate interest in such momentary constellations is foreign to the scientist, whose eye is fixed on the inner law of nature. 59 The constellation of interests organised around the focused heuristic passion of the technician is in part determined by the set of material advantages afforded by a technology; what Polanyi calls the rules 'taught to us by technology', the 'operational principle' of a given technology. 60 Subjects of 'know--how' have a tactical relation to these 'rules--as--operational--principles' designed into technological objects and reproduced through the stabilisation of socio--technical networks. 61 Following Polanyi, the singular points of the system are isolated, so that an appreciation of the system develops as the 'particulars are noticed in different ways ... [first] we are aware of the particulars focally, in the second, that we notice them subsidiarily in terms of their participation in a whole'. 62 The successful production of 'know--how' in the first instance is not measured by the production of (scientific) knowledge or even necessarily an understanding (although these may be part of the process), but whether or not a given practice results in a technical system functioning.
Functionality is the enabling limit of the development of 'know--how'. While Polanyi is drawing on Gestalt psychology in his use of the term 'whole', I am suggesting an alternative understanding. Polanyi argued that 'inductive problem is an intimation of coherence among hitherto uncomprehended particulars and the problem is genuine to the extent to which this intimation is true'. 63 I am suggesting in the case of 'know--how' the coherence of a problem is determined by the functionality of the given socio--technical system. An enthusiast may pursue understanding beyond the function--limit of 'know--how', but this is not necessary for 'know--how' itself.
Functionality is a limit for the development of 'know--how', but does not coincide with a 'form' of the socio--technical system with which the subject of 'know--how' engages. Rather, the subject of 'know--how' apprehends the singularities of the socio--technical system (or perhaps even actualises them, which is the case for the artisanal plastic arts).
One way to approach the 'stabilisation' of these operational principles is in terms of the actor--network theory (ANT) concept of 'black--boxing'. The term 'black box' as it is used in this context is borrowed from technical fields where it refers to literally a 'black box' drawn around a complex component or part of a circuit diagram. Through 'black--boxing', one is allowed to disregard complexities of circuit, machinery or code assigned to the dynamics within the box. 64 'A black box contains that which no longer needs to be considered, those things whose contents have become a matter of indifference.' 65 ANT uses the concept to refer to networks of action and distribution of agency that lead to technologies and facts becoming 'stabilised'. Madeleine Akirich suggests that stabilised technologies are those where the 'innovator' (as distinct to the 'user') is 'no longer present, and study of the ordinary user is not very useful because he or she has already taken on board prescriptions implied in interaction with the machine'. 66 To return to the example of Murphy and his custom car, he captures a sense of the 'black boxing' of technology when he notes that the car's engine is 'not an unsolvable mystery'. 67 For some consumers automotive technologies are 'black boxed' socio--technologies; yet, in the earliest automobile era vehicles were often sold with a set of tools and the expectation that consumers would carry out their own maintenance. Marc
Frauenfelder notes that in the case of the Model T the burden of self--maintenance was not an 'unreasonable assumption on the part of the Ford Motor Company, because a large percentage of the people who bought Model Ts had experience maintaining farm machinery'. 68 In his history of auto mechanics, Kevin Borg similarly notes that the experience of farmers with agricultural machinery meant they had a 'willingness to go into a machine and "figure it out"'. 69 As I alluded to in the introduction, the historical specificity of 'know--how' means that an enthusiast working on a Model T now has a different kind of 'know--how' compared to the 1920s farmer working on the 'same' vehicle, because the socio--technology of the Model T is 'stabilised' in different ways.
'Know--how' is a practical epistemological tool for opening 'black--boxed' socio--technical systems through the overcoming of 'challenges'. The 'user' becomes an 'innovator', but one that does not have the same degree of technical mastery over VOLUME19 NUMBER1 MAR2013 288 the design of the technical object, nor the same socio--political agency to stabilise socio--technical networks within which objects are (re)produced (as enthusiasts of obsolescent consumer technologies, such as the Model T, will attest). Unlike formal scientific or even professional engineering knowledges (although some, if not most, engineers, like those Latour describes, would reject this characterisation), subjects of 'know--how' have an ad hoc appreciation of technical systems. There is a common experience of enthusiasts the moment they come to appreciate what they consider are the general coordinates of a problem and face the prospect of attempting to fix or work on something they have not yet had to work on previously. This is a daunting experience and the moment when the 'black box' is truly 'opened'. On the one hand, engagement for the subject of 'know--how' proceeds by way of an assumed holism, where 'function' is necessarily an inference of the Gestalt performativity of parts. This is insufficient to account for 'know--how' being a practical knowledge, however, where the subject's dispositional co--assembly of affects is either affirmative (enthusiasm), diminutive (exhaustion, 'beat') or both at once (by degrees) and enjoin with the non--human affects of socio--technical systems (the 'stubbornness' of stuck window, the 'slickness' of a gear shift mechanism, the 'efficiency' of 'German engineering' or the 'finish' of a set of cutlery). In most enthusiast discourses, these non--human affects are described using technical terminology in a specific ironic or subcultural way. An appreciation of functionality is immanent to the appreciation of the system and the quality of 'know--how' that shapes the subject's engagement. Over successive iterations of situation the degree of appreciation of the system increases until a given subject has a 'working knowledge'.
-CONCLUSION: TURNING ENTHUSIASM INTO A RESOURCE
I have worked to demonstrate two facets of 'know--how' that need to be taken into account for a study of 'how to' texts. First, the experiential dimension of 'know--how' needs to be taken into account to appreciate the way 'know--how' itself is not transmitted. Rather, the conditions of experience are presented so they can be -NOTES
